LARGEST CRANE—This Granger Construction Company crane, owned by the firm, is being used in operations at the Beringer site.

**N. Y. Longshoremen Urged To Reconsider New Contract**

**Education Plan Outline Expected**

**More Financial Aid Open To Students**

**New Evidence Given In Rights Slayings**

**Bus Supply Trails Demand**

**Stunts Seen As ‘Publicity’ For Houses**

**Two Trains Crash, Kill 5**
Withdrawal Threatens U.N.

The decision of Indonesia to leave the United Nations is an unfortunate and possibly a hazardous one for the United Nations and for the rest of the world.

Following an attack on a British ship in Indonesian waters, Indonesia has expressed its displeasure with the United Nations and has threatened to withdraw from the organization.

Indonesia's decision is likely to be viewed as a setback for the United Nations, which has been working to address various issues, including human rights abuses.

The United Nations has been under increasing pressure to address a range of issues, including the situation in Kashmir, the conflict in Syria, and the crisis in Yemen.

Indonesia's withdrawal could have broader implications for the organization, as it is a key member and an important leader in the UN system.

The United Nations needs to work to address Indonesia's concerns and to find a way to continue to function effectively and to serve the interests of its member states.

Letter To The Editor

The decision of Indonesia to leave the United Nations is a serious blow to the organization and to the cause of international cooperation and peace.

The United Nations has been working to address a range of issues, including human rights abuses, and its withdrawal could have significant implications for these efforts.

The United Nations needs to work to address Indonesia's concerns and to find a way to continue to function effectively and to serve the interests of its member states.
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This Is All
The GREEK
You Need To Know

Employment Opportunities

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Michigan-Michigan, located in Three Rivers, Michigan, will be seeking camp counselors and other personnel to assist with summer activities such as swimming, tennis, basketball, soccer, archery, and more. Campers will also work in the finance office and kitchen.

For more information, call Camp Michigan-Michigan at 713-8888.

ABC Auto Parts
"Gives Discount Prices on Rebuilt:"

- GENERATORS...........$7.90 per unit
- VOLTAGE REGULATORS...$2.26 per unit
- SHOCKS..................$3.33 per unit
- INSTALLATION................

ABC Auto Parts
1357 East Grand Trunk
Southfield, MI 48075

ABC Auto Parts
OPEN RUSH TONIGHT AT DELTA CHI
EAST GRAND RIVER
AT WOODMERE

CALL ED 2-0866

AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US
**Team Slips, Attendance Dips And Forddy Anderson Flips**

*By Donnie Lancaster, State News Sports Writer*

The Spartans have been the victim of a loss of momentum at the time when the schedule becomes more difficult. Attendance and team confidence have been hit in a back-to-back game against the University of Michigan. This season's schedule cannot be changed, but even Mike Manis, who has been a part of the Spartans' coaching staff for several years, cannot change the schedule.

**Poll On Afternoon Games**

The Spartans have been a popular team in recent years, but the Michigan State News is conducting a survey to determine the student interest in afternoon games. The results of this poll will be considered in determining the future schedule for the Spartans. Please check one of the following options:

- Yes, afternoon games would be preferred
- No, afternoon games should not be considered

**S' Olympian Dilley Placed on Fanfare**

Gary Dilley had no particular feelings about leaving his father's shadow, but he was the first to admit that he felt he was being placed on the same level as his father. He had been a three-time All-American and had won the Olympic gold medal in the breaststroke.

**Let's go to McDonald's**

For a NEW TREAT:

McDonald's Fillet-O-Fish

You'll love the extra flavor of our Fillet-O-Fish. It's worth every cent. Come in and try it today.

**The Merry-Go-Round Life Of All-Around Gymnasts**

*By Roberta Yafic, State News Sports Writer*

The Olympic contender reaches a peak of perfection, and since the Olympic trials were held, he has been preparing for the upcoming events. The Greek word for a gymnast is "iskos," which means "all-around." The Olympic trials were held to identify the best gymnasts for the Olympic team, and he qualified for the trials.

**Here's How To Buy A New Car Every Two Years, And Save $20 Or More On Monthly Payments**

*By John K. McShane, State News Sports Writer*

The Coors beer plan has been a popular plan for buying a new car every two years, and saving money on monthly payments. The plan involves purchasing a car on a continuous auto-renewal basis, allowing the buyer to purchase a new car every two years for a low monthly payment. The plan is available at most car dealerships and is a convenient way to buy a new car every two years.

**Campus News**

1. **Sports Clinic**
   - Open to students on a first-come, first-served basis.
   - Located at the Student Services Building.
2. **Pre-Registration Fencers**
   - Open to all students interested in fencing.
   - Pre-Registration for the upcoming fencing season.
3. **Pre-Registration Fencers**
   - Open to all students interested in fencing.
   - Pre-Registration for the upcoming fencing season.
**Placement Bureau**

Jan. 18 and 19, Monday and Tuesday
Packing Corps of America

**State Placements Office**

Jan. 19, Tuesday
Army Recruiting Service

**Foreign Applied Apparel Terry**

**Domestic**

**Acme**

**Detroit**

**Engineering Sports**

**Tues.**

**Publishes MSU Survey**

**Mississippi State University**

**Survey:**

**Values Meet**

**Michigan**

**Type**

**Army**

**2 of**

**love,**

**Lint**

**Ed**

**Skating**

**2-0864**

**over all**

**Vanity**

**• Level**

**Luz**

**all**

**Call**

**way**

**clothes**

**ftlWI**

**first**

**Holds**

**r-ma**

**Teasing**

**(B)**.

**Baked**

**per**

**Delta**

**plastic**

**Men**

**Women’s**

**Brush**

**Pull**

**East**

**Ne«**

**3,000**

**Students Daily**

**Brody Ovens Sustain**

**EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last of a four-part series on the Brody Food Service.**

**By SANDY LEVER**

**State News Staff Writer**

**Two MSU students find their individual interests through involvement in the hungry house of the Brody Complex.**

**In their own words:**

**Danielle Washington, women’s basketball player:**

In a social context, I interact with others and am learning about teamwork. As a first-year student, I was excited to participate in Brody and its activities. I remember being overwhelmed by the variety of options available. As a basketball player, I appreciate the opportunities to socialize and meet new people.

**Nick Barry, women’s tennis player:**

As a tennis player, I enjoy the opportunity to socialize with others in a casual setting. Brody provides a comfortable environment to unwind and relax after extensive training and practice sessions. The variety of food options is also appealing.

**Danielle:**

As a student athlete, I value the convenience of having meals and snacks available at Brody. It saves time and allows us to focus on our academics and training sessions. The diverse menu caters to different dietary preferences and needs.

**Nick:**

I appreciate the opportunity to get a quick meal before or after practice. Brody offers a range of options to satisfy different tastes. The availability of fresh ingredients and nutritious choices is especially important for athletes.

**Danielle:**

The environment is welcoming and supportive, which is crucial for student athletes. Engaging with others helps me manage stress and maintain a healthy work-life balance. I feel that Brody plays a significant role in my overall well-being.

**Nick:**

Similarly, I believe that Brody contributes to my well-being. It provides an accessible place to recharge and rejuvenate before or after training. The social aspect of visiting Brody is also beneficial for building connections within the team and with other students.

**Danielle:**

I have noticed an increase in the number of students visiting Brody, which is a testament to its popularity. It reflects the growing appreciation for a comfortable and convenient food service to support student athletes and other members of the campus community.

**Nick:**

I’ve observed a similar trend, with more people taking advantage of Brody’s amenities. It is evident that the food service is well-received and is an integral part of the Brody Complex.

**Danielle:**

I would like to see more opportunities for collaboration and special events at Brody. It could enhance the social aspect of the space and provide a platform for showcasing student talents and initiatives.

**Nick:**

I echo Danielle’s thought. Creating more engaging events and activities at Brody could further enrich the experience for students and encourage a sense of community.

**Danielle:**

I would encourage others to explore Brody and take advantage of its offerings. It is a valuable resource for students and athletes alike, offering a welcoming environment to nourish both body and spirit.

**Nick:**

Absolutely! Brody is a place where you can find comfort, sustenance, and camaraderie. I highly recommend visiting and experiencing all that it has to offer.

**Danielle:**

I appreciate the opportunity to share my thoughts on Brody. I feel that it is an essential aspect of MSU life and holds great potential for enhancing the student experience.

**Nick:**

I concur wholeheartedly. Brody is a cornerstone of the Brody Complex and plays a significant role in the overall student experience at MSU.
Unfamiliarity With Arts Hurts Lecture-Concert Attendance

By FAYE UNGER 
Entertainment Editor
The American nation is not as enthralled by the arts as many Europeans. The difference is not as great as it may seem, but many people have never attended a concert, a lecture, or a theater performance. This lack of familiarity with the arts can be harmful to society, as it prevents people from experiencing the beauty and enjoyment that the arts can provide.

"Many students come to college without exposure to the arts," said Paul. "They are unaware of the variety of things that can be enjoyed in the art world."

The arts are an integral part of life, and they should be a part of everyone's experience. Concerts, lectures, and theater performances are all opportunities to learn about the arts and to appreciate them. It is important that everyone has the chance to experience the arts, as they provide a unique and valuable perspective on the world.

SOCC Meet For Planning

For the second time, the first meeting of the Student Organization for Community Concerns (SOCC) was held on Tuesday, January 12th at 8:15 p.m. in the Union Building. The meeting was attended by a group of students who are interested in planning events for the University of Michigan community.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the planning of events for the upcoming year. The group decided to focus on planning events that are open to all students, regardless of their major or interest. The group also decided to work with other organizations to ensure that the events are appealing to a wide audience.

The group is también planificando eventos para el próximo año. La idea es centrarse en eventos que sean abiertos a todos los estudiantes, sin importar su área de estudio o interés. La idea es trabajar con otras organizaciones para asegurar que los eventos sean atractivos para una audiencia diversa.

Three Clubs Give Winter Schedules

The three clubs on campus have announced their winter schedules. The Student Government Association (SGA) has announced their winter schedule for the year. The schedule includes meetings on Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. in the Union Building.

The SGA will be holding meetings to discuss the scheduling of events for the upcoming year. The meetings will be open to all students, and they will provide an opportunity to learn about the events that are planned for the year.

The SGA is también anunciando su horario para el invierno. La idea es contar con reuniones semanalmente. Las reuniones se estarán llevando a cabo los martes a las 6:30 p.m. en el edificio de la Unión. 

NMU Gets Grant

The National Museum of American History (NMU) has been awarded a grant to support a new exhibit on African American history. The exhibit will focus on the contributions of African Americans to the American experience.

The grant will be used to support the curatorial work for the exhibit, and it will also be used to support the development of educational programs for the exhibit. The exhibit will open in the spring of the year. 

The grant is también siendo otorgado al National Museum of American History para apoyar un nuevo exhibit sobre la historia de los africanos americanos. El exhibit se centrará en las contribuciones de los africanos americanos a la experiencia americana. 

The exhibit se abrirá en primavera del próximo año. El exhibit se centrará en las contribuciones de los africanos americanos a la experiencia americana.

Saturday Night at the Legion

Many students have been attending the Legion on Saturday nights as a way to socialize and have a good time. The Legion is also a popular place for students to meet new people.

The Legion is también siendo utilizado por los estudiantes para socializar y tener una buena noche. El Legion es también un lugar popular para que los estudiantes conozcan a nuevas personas.
The National Value-way: the BEST MEAT with the MOST to EAT!

Lean and Meaty, Country Style
Spare Ribs
39¢

Completely Boneless
Pork Roast
49¢

Your Favorite
Fryer Parts
59¢

Cubed Steaks, or Boneless Sirloin Tip

Just like tender, full flavor -- that's why Maaty, ihs, Shop Fresh, Tender Steaks and... Just. Steaks, Tender and tender. Every one's choice for fresh, Garden Beets, Zucchini, or Fries, for Peppers, or Tenders, Zucchini Tip Taste or Frozen. Just 12, Blade Beef, packed

NATIONAL FOOD STORES

Hickory Smoked Pork Chops

79¢

NATIONAL GIVES VALUABLE!

SAVE MORE

Fresh Grapes

19¢

Fresh Squash

19¢

Crisp, Juicy, Calir. Vine-ripened Red

Garnish Your Steak With
Fresh Mushrooms

49¢

PLUS 150 EXTRA S&H Green Stamps

50¢ HOMEAPPLIANCE

5-Lb. Hamburger

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef, Tender & Juicy, Full Cut
Round Steaks

75¢

Swiss Steak

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef, Everyone's Favorite
Sirloin Steaks

89¢

Fancy Blade Cut Chuck

T-Bone Steaks

98¢ 59¢

Shoulder Cut

National has the freshest of the fresh... Dawn, Dew Fresh Fruits and Vegetables!

Plump, Sweet & Juicy, with many ripened Red

Fresh Broccoli Cuts

15¢

Always Very Tender and Fresh-Flavorful, Garden Fresh

Frozen Sweet Peas

15¢

Tender, Golden Whole Kernel, Garden Fresh

Frozen Sweet Corn

15¢

Pan-Ready, Juicy and Serve, Crinkle Cut or Regular, Garden Fresh

Frozen French Fries

25¢

Fresh-Frozen for Freshness Flavor, Tender and Green, Garden Fresh

Frozen Chopped Spinach

15¢

Frozen Fresh from the Garden, Finest Quality Garden Fresh Cut

Frozen Green Beans

15¢

Pea Size Pick, Juicy Thaw and Serve, All Varieties, Bouquet

Frozen Cream Pies

10¢

Just Pop These into the Toaster, 3 in Every Package, Top Taste

Frozen Waffles

64¢

Orchard Fresh, Concentrated Healthful

Frozen Orange Juice

5.00